Expression of mutant alanine tRNAs increases spontaneous mutagenesis in Escherichia coli.
The expression of mutA, an allele of the glycine tRNA gene glyV, can confer a novel mutator phenotype that correlates with its ability to promote Asp-->Gly mistranslation. Both activities are mediated by a single base change within the anticodon such that the mutant tRNA can decode aspartate codons (GAC/U) instead of the normal glycine codons (GCC/U). Here, we investigate whether specific Asp-->Gly mistranslation is required for the unexpected mutator phenotype. To address this question, we created and expressed 18 individual alleles of alaV, the gene encoding an alanine tRNA, in which the alanine anticodon was replaced with those specifying other amino acids such that the mutant (alaVX) tRNAs are expected to potentiate X-->Ala mistranslation, where X is one of the other amino acids. Almost all alaVX alleles proved to be mutators in an assay that measured the frequency of rifampicin-resistant mutants, with one allele (alaVGlu) being a stronger mutator than mutA. The alaVGlu mutator phenotype resembles that of mutA in mutational specificity (predominantly transversions), as well as SOS independence, but in a puzzling twist differs from mutA in that it does not require a functional recA gene. Our results suggest that general mistranslation (as opposed to Asp-->Gly alone) can induce a mutator phenotype. Furthermore, these findings predict that a large number of conditions that increase translational errors, such as genetic defects in the translational apparatus, as well as environmental and physiological stimuli (such as amino acid starvation or exposure to antibiotics) are likely to activate a mutator response. Thus, both genetic and epigenetic mechanisms can accelerate the acquisition of mutations.